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SUMMARY
In exchange for the trade arrangements proposed and already
flatly rejected by the EU at Salzburg, the Chequers Proposals put
the autonomy of Her Majesty’s Armed Forces in jeopardy and risk
compromising fatally our Five Eyes Intelligence alliance and
especially our bi-lateral US-UK intelligence relationship. This is a
wildly disproportionate trade: to offer Crown Jewels in order not
to obtain thin gruel. The EU has no business being in defence or
security at all. These are either NATO or Nation-to-Nation matters.
The UK should cease to discuss either matter with the EU,
forthwith, and withdraw all proposals to the EU in these areas. In
effect, The Withdrawal Agreement and proposed Defence Treaty
would keep the UK under EU power permanently after the end of
the ‘transition period’. This is not what the people voted for.
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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE STAND FOR
Veterans for Britain was formed in March 2016 by a group of retired senior officers in
order to put forward the Defence and Security arguments for the UK to leave the
European Union in the June 23 Referendum, and to provide a voice for the UK’s military
veterans and serving soldiers in the Leave campaign. VfB is chaired by a retired Royal
Marine, Major General Julian Thompson, who commanded 3 Cdo Bde landing under
attack at San Carlos Water, which opened the liberation of the Falkland Islands in 1982.
All military members of VfB's Board have had fighting careers in the Queen's Service.
Following the Referendum decision to leave, the EU began a strong push to accelerate
Military EU. Therefore an important new battle for Veterans for Britain was joined.
Through detailed research and advocacy, VfB seeks to:
1. SUPPORT Her Majesty’s Government in the task of restoring full sovereign
control to all aspects of the defence of the Realm in accordance with the
Referendum Mandate of the people to take back control of our country.
2. ADVISE according to the professional experience of its members upon all
matters pertaining to the best renovation of our national defence and security
3. WARN when, in the professional judgment of its members, steps are proposed
or taken which might harm that goal
4. INFORM the General Public by all appropriate media channels of the
Organisation’s views under the above three headings.
Veterans for Britain made a major impact in the EU Referendum. It neutralised
successfully the Remain campaign’s attempts in Project Fear to use security scare
stories to their advantage. We gained thousands of supporters and widespread
media coverage following the intervention of 14 Admirals and Generals advocating a
vote to Leave. We held public meetings and mobilised hundreds of activists to deliver
250,000 Veterans for Britain leaflets in ports and garrison towns across the country.
Veterans for Britain argued that the UK’s role in NATO and Five Eyes was and is the
cornerstone of the country’s international defence cooperation and that it was NATO
that had maintained peace for the UK and Europe, not the EU. We rejected
completely the notion that departing from the European Union would have a
negative effect on the UK’s defence and security. The opposite is the case. Faced now
with the evidence in the following paper, VfB is fully engaged, most especially under
its Third Mission, in combatting stealth plans, some emanating shamefully from
within the Government, to keep the UK tied to and subordinate to Military EU.
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1. The text of the Chequers Proposals states that it pursues a ‘tailored
partnership’ that ‘respects the sovereignty of the UK’ with the EU in
defence and security as a futile inducement to gain the 'cherrypicking' trade aspects of the now rejected Proposals.1 But this carries
significant direct and indirect consequences.
2. This offer cannot be granted by the EU in the terms that the White
Paper suggests. As explained below, the practical effects of UK
association in the terms as they are being drafted means a permanent
loss
a. of UK sovereign foreign policy autonomy;
b. of UK political powers over its defence establishment;
c. of UK operational control when HM Armed Forces are under
Military EU via the MPCC (Military Planning & Conduct
Capability)
d. and most seriously of all, compromise of our trusted status in
Five Eyes should UK remain part of military GALILEO as the
Government’s ‘Technical Note’ of 24 May desires.2
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¶62, 65 p.63
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288
/The_future_relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf
2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/71079
0/FINAL_GALILEO.pdf
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3. It is a threat to NATO as a result both of these harms and of the
opportunity cost weakening from numerous duplications and
potential overlaps between EU defence structures and existing NATO
functions. Such weakening has, of course, been a consistent,
documented objective across the EU institutions and in certain EU
capitals for many years.
4. In his “State of the Union” address in September 2017, Mr Juncker
stated baldly that "By 2025 we need a fully-fledged European Defence
Union." Military EU, as developed since June 2016, is similar in form
and aspiration to the unratified treaty for military union known as the
Pleven Plan, that failed in 1952 and which was rejected by then British
PM Winston Churchill. The major difference between the Pleven Plan
and today’s Military EU is that the 1950's version was designed to be a
sub-division of NATO ultimately under NATO control; whereas today's
version asserts “decision-making autonomy from NATO”. The
initiating instrument is within Article 42(2) of the Lisbon Treaty of 13
December 2007, itself an advance on Article J4(1) of the Treaty on
European Union (The Maastricht Treaty) of 7 February 1992.3 Caveats
inserted by pro-NATO member states in the second paragraph of that
Clause do not provide secure legal or institutional safeguards.4 The
comprehensive overlaps of Military EU with NATO are tabulated in
Appendix 2.
5. British Ministers have allowed the EU to acquire the powers to build
military EU since the EU referendum by agreeing to all steps towards
Military EU in six EU Councils since the Referendum instruction to
leave the EU. That consent was given on the express understanding
that the UK would not participate. Then the DExEU ‘Technical Note’
on External Security of 24 May changed tack. It gave notice of intent
3

“The common security and defence policy shall include the progressive framing of a common Union
defence policy. This will lead to a common defence, when the European Council, acting unanimously, so
decides.”
4
“The policy of the Union in accordance with this Section shall not prejudice the specific character of the
security and defence policy of certain Member States and shall respect the obligations of certain Member
States, which see their common defence realised in the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), under
the North Atlantic Treaty and be compatible with the common security and defence policy established
within that framework.”
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to embrace this subordination by activating retrospectively all these
arrangements by Prerogative Powers after Brexit Day.5 The
Government Response to the Defence Select Committee report on
the future security partnership with the EU, published on 22
September 2018, repeats and underlines the intention to seek real and
deep engagement and further confirms the Government's dangerous
misunderstanding of how the EU actually works6. Either this is
disjointed strategic planning across Whitehall, or actual (but
undeclared) central Cabinet Office and No 10 Europe Unit policy.
Either scenario requires clarification and rectification.
6. The Chequers bolt-on route is actually worse than membership of the
rapidly crystallising Military EU because it requires UK compliance
with EU Defence directive and therefore associated ECJ authority,
plus policy and decision-making as rule-takers without representation.
7
It also means that the political levers attached to every aspect of UK
defence will sit at the pan-EU level after Brexit Day. All this is set out in
the two ruling EU documents (EDAP – European Defence Action Plan and SDIP – Security & Defence Implementation Plan) in November
2016.8
7. Therefore under this offer by the May Government, the EU will
take increased control over vital UK national security matters. This is as a matter of plain fact - the reverse of taking back sovereign control.
Astonishingly, these are new areas of control over the UK which the
EU did not have before June 2016 - and they are in the most
fundamental of all attributes of sovereignty.
8. The Prime Minister has repeatedly stated an ambition to participate in
the European Defence Fund and in the EU's Defence Industrial Policy.
The 'Technical Note' (confirmed in the Government Response to the
Defence Select Committee) extends those ambitions to participation
5

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/71085
6/FINAL_External_Security_.pdf
6
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmdfence/1570/1570.pdf
7
A more extensive explanation of the ECJ 'hook' implicit in Military EU is "How 'Defence Chequers' binds the
UK to ECJ Authority" Veterans for Britain, 8 October 2018,
http://veteransforbritain.uk/defencechequersandecj/
8
A full analysis of all these bureaucratic steps is to be found in Professor G. Prins, “Escaping from Hotel
California: British Defence & Security after Brexit Part II” May 2018,
https://briefingsforbrexit.com/escaping-from-hotel-california/
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in EU commanded operations and eventually in aspects of PESCO
(Permanent Structured Co-operation) aka Military EU: something that
was explicitly denied when UK officials waved through its
establishment. Meeting his German counterpart in early October 2018,
Secretary of State Williamson was reported as saying that “there is so
much that Britain does in terms of European defense that it is actually
important to be able to plug into the European Union...and that’s
something we hope to be able to get agreement on.”9 These
ambitions carry a requirement for financial contributions and
participation in joint military mission command from the EU Military
Committee (via the MPCC).
9. UK participation in any aspect of Military EU brings a requirement for
'participation' in the European External Action Service's Global Plan. In
plain English this means accepting the primacy of the EU's strategic
foreign policy objectives as the rule-maker: objectives which, equally
plainly, are diametrically at odds with those of a truly sovereign Global
Britain.
10. UK subordination to Military EU structures has only recently been
agreed and announced; so its implications will grow. For example,
British Army soldiers deployed in Exercise ALTHEA in August 2018
wore EU flag shoulder-flashes. This denoted their participation in an
EU-controlled mission with a command chain which is under the
political control of the EU rather than the UK.

EVERYTHING IS ATTACHED TO EVERYTHING ELSE
1. As established in analysis presented during the House of Commons
Defence Select Committee Special Session on the 2017 DexEU
Partnership Paper, the essential feature of the interlocking EU
documents and emergent Military EU institutions is that 'cherrypicking' is not allowed.10 Participation is one part causes participation
9

https://www.defensenews.com/global/europe/2018/10/05/uk-german-defense-chiefs-push-for-eu-levelties-even-after-brexit/
10
"The Government’s proposals for a future security partnership with the European Union"
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmdfence/594/59402.htm; Professor G Prins,
"The Risks and implications of PESCO & specifically of the DExEU Partnership paper",
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Defence/The%20DE
xEU%20position%20paper%20Foreign%20policy,%20defence%20and%20development%20a%20future%20partn
ership%20paper/written/74792.html; Professor G Prins, "The DexEU position paper: oral evidence, 5
December 2017: The Roles of Mr Juncker and of the EU Commission – errors of fact"
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in all. Furthermore, the nature of participation allowed is not one of
partnership but of subordination to the EU higher objective of ever
closer union. This is established in the two foundation documents,
EDAP and SDIP, and are, of course, the two one-way ratcheted
dynamics in all areas of EU expansion. Therefore the UK ambition for a
'tailored partnership' through a negotiated ‘administrative
arrangement’ is not on offer.
2. The ‘Tailored Partnership’ sought in the Chequers Proposals was first
mooted as a ‘deep and special’ relationship in the September 2017
DExEU Partnership Paper. It was confirmed in Theresa May’s Munich
speech of February 2018 and then stated in detail by Alastair
Brockbank, the Defence Adviser to Oliver Robbins, the PM's principal
Brexit civil servant, secretly recorded in the 'Kit Kat Tapes.' These
tapes show an intent to extend UK affiliation to the EU’s Common
Defence process. Brockbank’s extraordinary ultra vires comments are
transcribed in Appendix 1. After publication it was conspicuous that he
was neither sacked nor, it appears, disciplined. In fact his ambitions
and in some cases forms of wording were formally set out in the
'Technical Note' on External Security of 24 May 2018.

http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Defence/The%20DE
xEU%20position%20paper%20Foreign%20policy,%20defence%20and%20development%20a%20future%20partn
ership%20paper/written/75925.html,
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3. In Articles 6 and 14 we find ambitions to share intelligence and
analysis. That could imperil our real defence alliance through Five Eyes
and the USA. This would be a threat to national security. Instead, we
should break out of Galileo, in which we are the dominant force, and
build our own satellites to add robustness and redundancy to Global
GPS and to provide specific UK niche intelligence capabilities available
to Five Eyes.11 The Secretary of State Gavin Williamson was totally
correct in reported remarks on October 1 2018 that “all capabilities for
Galileo don’t sit with France, don’t sit in Germany and various other
countries: they sit in Britain. The only country that can make
something like this work is Britain and the question they [the EU] have
to ask is, can they do it without us? I would say no. Can we do it
without them? I would say yes”.12 He should not regret the EU
attempt to shut Britain out. He should, as the relevant Minister,
champion and drive an independent British system, as Sir Richard
Dearlove and Professor Gwythian Prins strongly recommended in
May. It is therefore reassuring to learn that concrete plans and
funding for a UK national satellite system are ear-marked and that EU
access to UK overseas ground stations may be denied. This is the
essential first and best step to breaking out of the entire cat’s cradle
of Military EU.
4. The stakes could not be higher. If the UK stays inside Galileo, it risks
losing our position within Five Eyes and with the USA. A realistic
reading of the conduct of Mr Selmayr, a committed federalist and not
a noted anglophile, is that the Commission seeks to exploit UK leads
in intellectual property in satellite technology and secure data
manipulation, based on EU corporate interests and notwithstanding
incidental damage to the UK’s. The UK’s relationship with its
Anglophone Five Eyes partners and especially the USA is not a known
Commission concern.
5. The actions of British civil servants display a pattern which seems to
be blind to these risks because they are pursuing a deep and multi11

Sir Richard Dearlove & Professor G. Prins, "The GALILEO spat: an object lesson for ministers", Briefings
for Brexit, https://briefingsforbrexit.com/the-galileo-spat-lesson-for-ministers/
12
L.Fisher, “Williamson threatens EU with territories ban in satellite row” The Times, 2 October 2018 p.7
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faceted subordination within Military EU.13 In Article 17 we find
ambitions to lock us into subordination with the EU Political and
Security Committee and EU Military Committee. Precisely as
Brockbank said in the Kit Kat tapes, there, in Article 17 (f), we find the
ambition for ‘secondments to the EU Foreign Service’. In 17 (h) (i) ‘UK
participation in the EU Operational HQ’.
6. Moreover, Article 18 ‘intends to achieve a bespoke Administrative
Arrangement with the European Defence Agency’. It ‘agrees
arrangements for participation in the Commission’s European Defence
Fund’. To have ‘the option to participate in PESCO as a Third Party’
and access to ‘commercial opportunities’. But we had originally,
formally stated that we will not be in PESCO. Jorge Domecq, CEO of
the EDA could not be more clear:
PESCO is a centrepiece of the EU's Common Security
and Defence Policy, so a country that wants to
contribute to PESCO projects would logically also have
to be ready to support that Common Security and
Defence Policy.
Dirk Tielbuerger, the EDA official running the trial of the European
Defence Fund for Federica Mogherini, when asked to comment on the
prescriptive nature of associated country status for non-EU member
states within the rules of the European Defence Fund and whether
there can be any flexibility for the UK if it sought to participate in the
context of more regulatory and policy autonomy added the following
clarification:
So far there is nothing more than what is stated
there and also on the Brexit and this can be it
more or less and there's no arguing about any
flexibility or whatever you mean. So this
regulations as they are in place, that's what it is,
what you have to keep in mind.

13

Sir Richard Dearlove & Professor G. Prins, "Time to challenge defence civil servants over Brexit", Briefings for
Brexit, https://briefingsforbrexit.com/time-to-challenge-defence-civil-servants-over-brexit/
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7. However it is correct that the nature of the UK's future relationship
with the EU over procurement is a national security priority. But ‘Third
Party’ participation on Norway (or closer) terms, as pursued by civil
servants and ministers, is a threat to sovereignty because it is
structurally prescribed as a level of dependent partnership: not an
association of equals. The UK negotiating objective should be formally
to leave the EDA as a full member but instead simply reach an
agreement that posts a couple of UK staff as liaison officers (in effect,
observers) within it to identify potential areas of procurement at a
very early stage. UK would defend its sovereignty if it insisted on
military research and procurement being conducted through the
OCCAR, which is quite separate from the EU, rather than through the
European Defence Fund as the Prime Minister and her advisers
repeatedly are seeking.14 Already today, multilateral work does shift
from the EDA to OCCAR, and primary focus should now be being
placed on streamlining this process for initial procurement planning
post-Brexit. By remaining in the new European Defence Fund, the UK
would be obliged to remain in participation criteria, including financial
contributions.
8. Article 25 of the “Technical Note on External Security” additionally
states that the UK is already signing up to participation: ‘We should
not wait where we do not need to. The UK welcomes the agreement
that future arrangements on CSFP and CSDP could become effective
during the Implementation Period.’ This is precisely what was said in
the Kit Kat Tapes – and it would effectively mean that any time from
now, the Government could permanently lock us under EU control in
Defence and Security by Prerogative Powers.
9. The Chequers Proposals imply that these above are extra
inducements offered to the EU whereas they are, in fact, inflexible
pre-requisites of participation stated in the EU Commission's thirdcountry participation rules. The Chequers Proposals takes the UK

14

OCCAR (Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière d'Armement / Organisation for Joint
Armament Co-operation) was established on 12 November 1996 by the Defence Ministers of France,
Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom. The OCCAR Convention was legally ratified by the respective
Parliaments in January 2001
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further into ‘military EU’ than we were in 2016. It is the perverse and
precise opposite of Leaving.

MPS HAVE BEEN AND WILL BE IGNORED
Since Government began to agree UK participation in Military EU in October
2016, MPs were …
 Given information after commitment was given instead of before, in
breach of parliamentary protocol.
 Told that the commitments didn’t matter to the UK.
 Given incomplete information about the commitments.
 Told that parliamentary committees would have a chance to assess
and give conclusions when commitments had in fact already been
concluded by UK Government.
 Told that the EU’s new military structures would be beneficial to the
UK and UK defence industry, without explanation about the full policy
commitment and consequential democratic loss.
 Told that UK participation in structures is up for negotiation when it
wasn’t. UK participation was already being concluded and could not
be renegotiated retrospectively. Also, the EU Commission had already
concluded participation criteria for third countries which currently
already apply to Norway.
 Given no chance to debate the topic on floor of the House of
Commons.
 Given no opportunity to vote on the topic at any stage of approval of
UK participation concluded by UK ministers at EU Council. They have
been seven such instances since the EU’s new military ambitions were
announced five days after the Brexit vote.
 Motivated to refer the topic for discussion by other committees which did not happen.
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Since the resignation of DExEU ministers David Davis and Steve Baker, we
now know those Ministers were unaware of the policy commitment
associated with UK participation in Military EU. No doubt staff in
government departments have been similarly unaware.
A small number of senior staff mainly in the Foreign Office and the Ministry
of Defence have been responsible for steering UK participation in Military
EU. When given the chance, these staff have failed to explain the full policy
commitment required by the UK and the associated democratic loss.
The inescapable implication of this is that certain officials, with the
knowledge of certain Ministers, have been actively pursuing ‘under the
radar’ a policy of binding the UK into and under the emergent Military EU
after Brexit Day.

WHY IT DOESN’T END ON BREXIT DAY
The Cabinet Office has proposed a Defence Treaty between the United
Kingdom and EU Commission, comprising, along with Security, two of the
‘Four Pillars’ of the Barnier post-Brexit model (viz (1) effective exchange of
information (2) operational cooperation between law enforcement
authorities (3) judicial cooperation in criminal matters (4) measures against
money laundering and terrorist financing).15 This treaty would replace the
Lisbon Treaty as the document providing a legal underpinning to UK
involvement in Military EU (which is the real meaning of Mr Juncker’s “State
of the Union 2017” ambition for common defence).
 This was first proposed to the EU where it was referred to as a
Framework Partnership Agreement. That is a significant and
dangerous template because it shows that the EU wishes to take
control of these most fundamental attributes of the security of the UK

15

Speech by Michel Barnier at the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights Vienna, 19 June 2018,
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-4213_en.htm
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on the model of other binding treaties that the EU has entered with
third countries with regard to trade, fisheries and defence.
 During the transition phase, the UK would be temporarily committed
to the EU’s common defence policy, EU defence procurement
directive and the entire EU acquis. This gives the Cabinet Office time
to create a defence treaty which replaces the Lisbon Treaty as the
UK’s long-term commitment to the EU defence acquis.
 According to the Cabinet Office, this treaty is earmarked for
conclusion during the transition period from 30 March 2019 to 30
December 2020. However, Cabinet Office has indicated that they
would aim for an ‘early’ conclusion of the agreement.
MPs seriously risk not being fully engaged in this process because a treaty
concluded after the UK has officially left the EU on 29 March 2019 will
unambiguously be an international treaty and not a supranational one
governed by the UK’s participation in the EU - the vexed argument over the
status of the Lisbon Treaty that led to the Miller Case and thereafter the
Article 50 vote in Parliament. International treaties can, of course, be
concluded with prerogative powers by ministers alone. No ratification by
Parliament is required as the Technical Note of 24 May 2018, Para 25 made
plain.
* * * * * * ** * * * * * *
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Appendix 1
Alastair Brockbank, Defence Adviser to Oliver Robbins, Brexit
Adviser to the Prime Minister, speaking on the Kit-Kat Tapes
This is Brockbank’s full statement at the LSE conference, made available in breach
of the ‘Chatham House Rule’ as a matter of overriding public interest with thanks
to Harry Cole, then the Lobby Correspondent of The Sun newspaper.
VfB COMMENTARY is in RED
TRANSCRIPT BEGINS:
Julia Himmrich (chair of LSE Dahrendorf Forum event): “Alastair…”
Alastair Brockbank (Cabinet Office, Defence Adviser to Oliver Robbins):
“Right I will first address the point on the legal aspects then I’ll do kind of general thoughts
around operations, research, capabilities
First on the kind of the legal ramifications and the implementation period has been the key thing
keeping myself and colleagues very busy the past fortnight.
What is in the EU text is that and it’s the only phase within the text is that there is a future
agreement on CFSP and CSDP that could be agreed during the implementation period.
So, unlike JHA and other areas where we would wait until 2021, we can bring this in at any point
during the implementation period. Now, the question is the word ‘during’ uh which infers that
before it does come in, what happens to the UK, do you follow CFSP title 5 chapter 2 of TEU, or
do you fall out of that.
Um… and honestly speaking and off the record this has been for us some quite difficult political
conversations for us in the UK.
Where we think things should be is that… and similar to what the EU has put out in their future
guidelines is that there should be no gap on CFSP and CSDP. So as you rightly said if we were to
fall out, that is when for example a mandate renewal comes up in a CSDP operation, we could fall
out of that operation and we would no longer be party to the family decision of the European
Defence Agency. So it’s in both our interests that there’s agreement between exit day this
implementation period and before any future agreement comes in.
However, what we’re seeking is for that future agreement to come in as soon as possible and it
makes things quite difficult as you know, there will be this future agreement and there will be
this declaration around October when they’re going to the European Parliament.
VFB COMMENT: These opening 7 paragraphs seek to keep the UK in the EU’s foreign policy and
policy regulatory landscape (CFSP) and EU defence policy (CSDP) so that there is “no gap”. At the
time these remarks were made, ministers had given no indication of this policy to Parliament. It is
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incumbent on ministers to explain why this policy had not been communicated to Parliament if
Brockbank was acting under ministerial instruction. ‘No gap’ means the UK remaining subject to
EU rulemaking as far as foreign and defence policy were concerned. Note that these comments
were being made in front of an audience composed of diplomats from other EU states.
But what will happen is that because we are seeking this future agreement during the IP, we are
negotiating the detail of that at the same time as we are discussing the political high level fluffy
bits that will go into any declaration that gets made public.
So there are some kind of handling issues around there, but I just wanted to stress that where
we are at the moment between UK and Taskforce 50 is that we are not falling out of CSDP on exit
day and we still have this mutual intent to bring a mutual agreement into effect as soon as
possible in the implementation period.
VfB COMMENT: These notorious paragraphs show Brockbank contemplating and conniving in the
hood-winking of the majority Leave-voting British public
So just to get that out of the way first.
Then more generally listening to what’s been said in the room.
When we sat down and were thinking about the Prime Minister’s Munich speech it was kind of
framed and exactly as our French colleague said Europe will have to do more. We recognise there
are some strategic shifts in the world, we still have Russia as a major threat in the East, there’s
kind of cyber on the horizon, but also kind of preppy uncertainty around where the US are
heading with regard to European security.
So when we sat down and were thinking ‘therefore what should our message be?’, we knew that
going into Munich other countries would come with a pro-European / anti-US message, that
actually It’s about all the partnerships you have that you need to leverage. So that includes
NATO, it includes bilateral partnerships, the UK-France summit recently. It Includes small groups,
Five Eyes our key five membership, Northern Group as our Dutch colleague said, Joint
Expeditionary Force and things like the European Intervention Initiative which the UK would like
to be a part of.
VfB COMMENT: Brockbank is indicating to EU diplomats that he was a part of the team which “sat
down and were thinking about the Prime Minister’s Munich Speech” and “we sat down and were
thinking ‘therefore thinking what should our message be?’” He is indicating that he was involved
in the team which decided the Prime Minister’s messaging.
And then kind of fourthly, the elephant in the room is our partnership with the EU um and the
Prime Minister’s speech, the simple message beyond ‘Europe’s security is our security’ and
‘unconditional commitment’ which you’ll have heard peddled by ministers countless times
before, Is that ultimately we want something that will give us the best effect, where the UK and
EU can work side by side and not be constrained by dogma, rigid institutions and frankly not let
some of the ideology get in the way.
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Now, we recognise that what we are asking for is beyond what existing third countries have
and will be extremely difficult for EU member states to agree, but this is something which we
want to at least entertain and force consideration of.
Now as I said there is mutual interest, both in the implementation period to bring things forward
as soon as possible, the future guidelines to have no gap.
VfB COMMENT: Brockbank says that there is mutual interest to “bring things forward as soon as
possible” and for the “future guidelines to have no gap”. At the time of this speech there had been
no indication from ministers that HM Government would seek (a) a continuation of CFSP and
CSDP,( b) that it should have no gap or (c) that an agreement on any of these matters should be
brought in as soon as possible. Parliament and the public were (and are) completely in the dark
while this individual was sharing fundamental matters of Cabinet Office - and therefore the Prime
Minister’s proposed policy -with diplomats from counterparts in the negotiations. This conduct
pre-figures the Prime Minister’s own improper conduct by briefing Merkel, Rutte et al before her
Cabinet, prompting the resignation of three Ministers.
And there’s not as big a gap between slides put out by Taskforce 50 and kind of speeches by the
Prime Minister and others as there are on most other areas of Brexit. So we are confident that
this is somewhere that we can reach an agreement and one that is broadly positive.
When… If we are looking specifically at CSDP and looking through the three categories, we look
at operations and missions first.
Now, the existing third countries with Framework Partnership Agreements – unless you are
Switzerland who do them on a mission-by-mission basis and smuggle some dodgy terms into
some of the financing bits – those agreements there’s… you have your decision to establish and
decision to launch a mission.
VfB COMMENT: The comment about Framework Partnership Agreement is especially dangerous
because it takes UK subjugation to EU policy even further. At this point in February 2018, there had
been no indication from ministers that they were seeking a Framework Partnership Agreement
with the EU on defence and CSDP. A Framework Partnership Agreement is the EU nomenclature
for a binding agreement between the EU and a third country, conditional to the third country’s
observation of EU rules. This is the first time that a Government official is recorded as advocating a
binding future commitment to EU defence policy and structures and the EU rulebook in defence.
Ministers had not indicated any such policy to Parliament. No such policy had been discussed or
subjected to scrutiny as is the requirement for all policy related to the EU relationship. It is
incumbent on ministers to prove that Brockbank was acting under instructions in all these matters
and if he was, why did the relevant minister not communicate these instructions and intentions to
MPs? If he and his boss Robbins were acting without Ministerial instruction why have they not yet
been sacked?
What the UK… the position we’re coming from is that where we make a significant contribution
to one of these operations, there should be some assurance and consultation prior to this
decision to launch, between establishing and the decision to launch so the mandate shouldn’t say
it’s been agreed and ‘by the way guys would you like to come along’.
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If there is some kind of mutual development and some kind of consultation between establishing
and launching a mission, then it’s far more likely you would get a demonstrable commitment
from the UK.
Now, likewise for existing missions that might be amended or changed when things come up like
strategic reviews, knowing that this mission is still in our interests, that things like Operation
Sofia won’t be broadening its mandate or narrowing its mandate, but kind of stays in our
interests, then we would also like to see some consultation there and we don’t think that is
unreasonable.
I should also add that there’s lots of talk about protecting the decision-making autonomy of the
union. I don’t, I think… honestly speaking… it would be completely unnegotiable for us to keep
a seat at the PSC, EUMC and all the rest of it, we know where to draw the line.
VfB COMMENT: Brockbank is acknowledging that the Framework Partnership Agreement he is
advocating would mean the UK subscribes as a ruletaker with no guarantees for decision-making
input. The CSDP-third country relationship discussed here appears similar to that of Norway.
However, he is making a supplicant case for a UK role in decision-making outside of the formal
decision-making structures.
So we are looking in the space of the decision-shaping, consultation, the information-sharing, the
analysis and, like other people have said, secondees are so important for having both our people
in Brussels but also having European External Action Service possibly in UK ministries to
facilitate that exchange is something we are very interested in exploring.
VfB COMMENT: This statement is beyond extraordinary. At this point (nor yet) has there been any
such indication from ministers that the UK would be seeking to implant EEAS officials within UK
Government departments after exiting the EU. It is incumbent on ministers to prove, as with the
rest, that Brockbank received this refutation of ‘taking back control’ as a direct instruction from
ministers and if he did why it was not communicated to MPs for discussion in Parliament.
So other things on operations and missions:
Atalanta, our position is… and the withdrawal text is that we cannot command whatsoever in
the implementation period. Our position is actually if you want us to, we are open to
consideration of that if it is for the sake of continuity. There’s talk of possible relocation from
Northwood for Atalanta, but there is kind of no firm shutting of door from the UK. If the door
gets shut it will be from the Commission side.
VfB COMMENT: Ministers had not communicated to MPs that the UK would be seeking ‘continuity’
in the UK application of EU defence policy or that the UK would seek a leading role in the
application of EU defence policy at UK taxpayers’ expense. Parliament at this stage had not been
given to believe – nor has yet - that the UK’s exit from the EU would mean its continuing
subordination to the EU defence acquis.
Althea is a different issue which some of you will know is commanded by a UK officer in NATO,
DSACEUR. That ultimately it is not a decision for us to make, that is a bilateral decision between
the EU and NATO, he is a NATO officer, he just so happens to be British, he is not a British officer.
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Um, so operations and missions…
EU Battlegroup someone touched on, I think the 2nd half of 2019 we are on the roster to be on
the EU Battlegroup. Um, obviously with this future agreement possibly coming in at some point
during the implementation period we don’t really know if we’ll be coming or going or what our
status will be at that stage, so we think it makes sense to notify that we will back off from that
slot, but keep an option to kind of participate in the EU Battlegroups in the future, but the terms
and precise arrangements for that will need to be discussed in more detail in the future.
VfB COMMENT: Ministers had given no indication of this policy to Parliament. It is incumbent on
ministers to explain why this policy had not been communicated to Parliament if Brockbank was
acting under ministerial instruction.
So that’s kind of broadly the operations and missions stuff.
When it comes to the European Defence Fund, EDRP which will come in in the next MFF (EU
budget Multiannual Financial Framework) and EDIDP on the capabilities side, um, we are
interested in it all.
And the EDA they have precedents for admin arrangements with third countries Switzerland,
Serbia, Ukraine I think and we see a similar model working for us and that’s not somewhere I
think that will cause a massive fight.

Where things I think get more difficult is the European Defence Fund and with negotiations
ongoing, how through ongoing business can ourselves and others ensure that arrangements for
third countries to dock into the European Defence Fund are adequate and don’t kind of turn
people off the idea of participating.
So that’s our objective to keep that as open and inclusive as possible and we think that’s in the
Europe’s interests
There’s this nervousness against the US, there’s this idea that Europe wants to be more
competitive. It would be very difficult for Europe to compete against the US and for Europe to be
genuinely competitive if you were to say ‘no thank-you’ and shut the door to one of the biggest
defence industrial actors in Europe. So I think having to look for a partnership for EDF would
work for both sides.
VfB COMMENT: Here, the speaker is advocating for the idea of ‘Europe’ ‘competing against the US’
in defence industrial contexts and that the EU should avoid ‘shutting the door’ on the UK for that
specific purpose. The idea that the UK is aiming to join an industrial battle against its US ally as a
bargaining incentive for the EU will be a surprise and disappointment for MPs and a shock to our
US allies, as was confirmed during VfB briefing of these matters on Capitol Hill on 12 October 2018.
It is incumbent upon ministers to state whether they agree with this tactic and if they do not why
to explain why such a statement was ever made?
The other point that often doesn’t get discussed is Britain as both a market and a salesman
ultimately.
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If it is quite narrow permission for third countries to participate, would it be easy to sell that kit
elsewhere, would it just be Europeans to make that kit, Europeans to use, Europeans to buy, or
would you be looking to make that kit that you developed an export success, that an area where
the UK could have particular success in the European Defence Fund.
Then all the bits around the side, PESCO obviously we are not a participating member but want
third country arrangements to be as flexible as possible and we want to demonstrate our intent
and show that we’ll be a serious partner for capability projects we are interested in, and as kind
of the different tranches come round we would see what we can contribute towards PESCO still.
VfB COMMENT: In reference to the interlinking European Defence Fund and PESCO above, at this
stage the fundamental participation criteria for both structures were already known. The
European Defence Fund is specific to EU territory which for purposes of the EU guidelines included
Norway, adherent as it is to CSDP, EU defence directives, European Defence Agency membership
and financial contributions via the EEA agreement. In the letter of EU law, it is factually incorrect
to imply that either EDF and PESCO could be made so flexible that there would be a diminished
policy commitment for the UK which would be compatible with the full level of UK authority over
defence mandated by the people’s instruction to government to exit the EU. The EU has a level of
inflexible certainty over its participation criteria which is not being reflected by the speaker’s
statement.
CARD is the other thing where we are not sure, we are participating in the future round of the
Coordinated Annual Review on Defence… this is all getting a bit technical… We are participating
in it at the moment and again we are not entirely certain of where it will go in terms of EDA
governance, EDIDP and all the rest of it… the acronym soup all gets a bit messy.
But we still retain an interest in CARD if it does help us deliver the best effects and the best
capability for Europe to meet its threats.
VfB COMMENT: Ministers had given no indication of this policy to Parliament. It is incumbent on
ministers to explain why this policy had not been communicated to Parliament if Brockbank was
acting under ministerial instruction. If a minister had advocated future UK participation in CARD,
that minister would need to account to Parliament over why significant influence over defence
spending was anticipated to be handed directly to the EU after exit. This is what CARD does – it is
an incentive scheme for allowing the EU to coordinate defence spending according its own
priorities. Member states are given financial incentives to apply the defence spending ‘guidance’
that the EU provides.
So that’s broadly the CSDP bit
The other bit, which gets missed at the minute is space which is in an odd position in the legal
space, but the place that Space has in European defence is quite major.
So Galileo is the EU’s version of GPS and the secure signal of Galileo will be crucial for military and
emergency services in the future.
Now, in both implementation period talks and some of the ongoing business there is difficulty
between the UK and some of the member states in terms of our exclusion from secure aspects of
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that project. That makes it quite difficult for us, because if we are excluded from secure aspects,
we have critical dependence then on GPS. However, ultimately Galileo doesn’t deliver for us what
we need it to, it doesn’t give us a sovereign alternative should the US kind of turn off the switch.
On the commercial side roughly 80% of Galileo have secure elements and the majority of those
are going to the UK. This for some member states will be seen as ‘fantastic we can sense a lot of
euros in the air here’. The downside is that a lot of the competence for secure areas of Galileo sits
within the UK.
So the UK’s exclusion can delay the delivery of Galileo by two, three years, it can make it a lot
more expensive and it also means that you have been a little bit frosty towards a country that
could develop something of their own.
This is a dispute that is being had through ongoing business, but I think actually Galileo in terms
of building crucial capability will be crucial for the UK-EU partnership in future.”
VFB COMMENT: The speaker says *he thinks* Galileo will be crucial for the UK-EU partnership in
future. Does this mirror ministerial judgement or is it his own opinion? Full UK participation in
Galileo is contingent on UK adherence to EU defence policy, owing to the UK’s involvement in EU
Council agreements which permitted Galileo and Copernicus to be accepted into the EU’s defence
acquis.
As Brockbank acknowledges, “the place that Space has in European defence is quite major”. Did
ministers know that UK inclusion in Galileo’s secure contracts after Brexit was dependent on UK
adherence to EU defence policy with continent risk to the Five Eyes Intelligence Alliance (as Sir
Richard Dearlove and Professor Gwythian Prins have explained in other joint work)? If so, why did
ministers not communicate this to Parliament? Was Brockbank acting under ministerial instruction
when he made these statements to representatives of the member states of the EU Council: the
UK’s counterparts in the negotiations? It is incumbent on ministers to explain why this policy had
not been communicated to Parliament if Brockbank was acting under ministerial instruction.

ENDS
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Appendix 2
EU structures which duplicate or have the potential to duplicate a
NATO equivalent

Military EU
NATO
Mutual defence clause: Article 5
NATO Treaty

Mutual defence clause: Article
42.7 TFEU

Mutual defence triggered by Heads
of government

Mutual defence triggered by EU
Council

Response strategy enacted by NATO
Command

Response strategy enacted by
Political + Security Cttee

Response coordinated by NATO
Committee

Response coordinated by EU
Military Committee

Military planning centre: NATO HQ,
Supreme Headquarters Allied
Command Europe

Military planning centre: EU
Military Planning
and Conduct Capability

NATO Military Committee

EU Military Committee

NATO Military Representatives

EU Military Staff

NATO Science and Technology
Organisation

EU Preparatory Action on
Defence Research / EDRP

NATO Strategic Airlift Capability

European Tactical Airlift Centre

NATO Response Force / Armed Rapid
Reaction Corps (future Very High
Readiness Joint Task Force)

EU Battlegroups

North Atlantic Council

EU Political Security Committee

Defence Planning Committee

European Defence Agency / EU
Commission

NATO Parliamentary Assembly

EU Parliament SEDE Security
and Defence unit
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NATO Council

EU Council of defence ministers

NATO Defence College

European Security + Defence
Coll / EU Inst for Sec Studies

NATO Secretary General

EU Vice President, Head of the
EEAS and Head of the EDA

NATO Standardisation Agency

FINABEL

NATO Standing Maritime Grp1/Naval
Strike + Support Forces
NATO Science for Peace and Security

EU Naval Force EUNAVFOR
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EU Dual Use via COSME, ESIF,
ENDR

